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NEW QUESTION: 1
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-ga
teway-connection

NEW QUESTION: 2
A.
B.
C.
D.

The
The
The
The

quantities are equal;
quantity in Column A is greater;
quantity in Column B is greater;
relationship cannot be determined from the information

given.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The problem does not provide the actual weight of any of the
three horses, and so it is impossible to make the comparison.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your company uses SRX Series devices to secure the edge of the
network. You are asked protect the company from ransom ware
attacks.
Which solution will satisfy this requirement?
A. Sky ATP
B. Unified security policies
C. AppSecure
D. screens
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are two considerations when planning an IBM Tivoli
Composite Application Manager for Application Diagnostics
(ITCAM for AD) upgrade? (Choose two.)
A. If the Managing Server is a Windows server, the latest
Windows patch must be applied first.
B. Before upgrading ITCAM for AD Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring
Agent to V7.1, the IBM Tivoli Monitoring should be upgraded to
V6.2.2 or later.
C. If the Managing Server components are installed on multiple
systems, the Kernel must be upgraded first. Visualization
Engine can be upgraded at a later time.
D. If an old Data Collector is at V6.1 Fix Pack 4 or higher,
the Data Collector works with the V7.1 Monitoring Agent.
E. Backup the Data Collectors because any customized
configuration will be lost after the upgrade.
Answer: B,D
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